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Presentation Summary

Background
Department chairs play a major role in helping new faculty members succeed and become valued and productive member of the faculty. In smaller department, chairs often mentor junior faculty directly, whereas in larger department the chair sometimes has a role in assigning senior faculty mentors to mentor new faculty. Some have referred to hiring faculty as a million dollar investment, and in reality, more than a million dollars is invested from the time the faculty ad is composed until the hired faculty member enter the ranks as a tenured faculty member. When a hired faculty member is turned down for tenure a lose-lose situation is created and a large portion of this investment is lost. Even when a faculty member leaves the university before earning tenure, there is often a perceived loss on both sides of the relationship.

Other workshops have focused on principles for conducting successful faculty searches. While this workshop does not go into details of the hiring process, it is obvious that a successful search is a prerequisite for junior faculty members becoming successful. But hiring the right person does not guarantee success of the faculty member or the department. In the workshop we discuss best practices for mentoring new faculty from hiring towards tenure and promotion. The discussions will be supported by small group discussions involving case studies inspired by real world events. Workshop participants will learn about some of the key factors that help or prevent junior faculty from succeeding in the tenure and promotion process and participants will also have an opportunity to share their own success/failure stories when applicable.

Presentation Outline:

• Faculty Recruitment – a million dollar investment
The high cost of faculty turnover
Mentoring faculty to become effective teachers
Supporting junior faculty for success in research and scholarship
Appropriate use of junior faculty for department and university service
Accommodating faculty family commitments (e.g. young children, spouse employment)
Why some faculty leave before tenure
Working with your senior faculty responsible for faculty mentoring
No faculty left behind

Who Should Attend?
- Department Chairs
- Senior Faculty with mentoring responsibilities
- Deans (especially of smaller colleges/schools)

Short Abstract (for conference program)
You just hired a new faculty member who graduated from one of the top ranked universities in the country and who has demonstrated great promise in teaching, research and service. As department chair, how do you ensure that the new faculty member will continue along this projected path, progressing towards tenure and promotion and becoming a valued and productive member of your faculty? Perhaps more importantly, how can you as department chair help create an environment that will not only inspire junior faculty to reach their scholarly potential, but also make them want to stay with your department for a long time?